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Tliis century is ending much as it began, with both the euphoria and the terror of abrupt

technological change. Almost exactly a hundred years ago, subway systems, ocean liners,

telephones, motor cars, and experimental airplanes emerged to tie the world together. Our

own recent breakthroughs in molecular biology and genetics echo turn-of-the-last-century

discoveries ih psychoanalysis and physics; now we have the internet, cellular phones, and

airbuses.

Today, as ih the 1890s, evidence of all this change is nowhere to be found oh the streets

of New York. Similarly, ih the last century-as the Art Nouveau showed up in Paris, the

Jugendstil in Vienna, and the Prairie Style in Chicago-New York architects like Cass Gilbert

and MCKim, Mead & White built radically new types of buildings using an antique, classical

language as the Romans had done long before them.

This is ih some ways a very conservative cityE As Ric Burns and Lisa Ades pointed out

in "New York: A Documentary Film," the city has always been a machine for making money.

It's a salesmah's (and more recently a publicist's) town. But as historian Kenneth Jackson

has noted, its orientation to trade, as opposed to religion, makes New York City tolerant,

all-embracing, and synthetic.

The quintessential New York image remains the art deco slq/scraper. Though technologi-

cally and programmatically modern, it was traditional in shape and decorated with stylized

ornament that merely symbolized modernity, so the classic symbol of twehtiethlcentury

Manhattan was both forwardl and backward-looking. European Modern architecture-

intended to be the anti-style to end all styles-didn't make mucli of a dent in New York,

beyond West 53rd Street, until the end of the second World War. By that time, faith in the

future had been shaken by the holocaust and tlie atomic bomb.

The lhterhational Style that took root here, after Word War 11, served expahdihg corpora-

tions and the upper-middle-class apartment-dweller. But in the middle of the century, more

public housing was constructed in New York than was built anywhere else ih the United

States. (And unlike the projects ih most American cities, it worked here.) Despite cutbacks in

federal fuhding, the New York City Housing Autliority with David Burney ih cliarge of design

is a rare bastion of architectural ambition.

Most of this city is more dedicated to preservation than innovation. It shouldh't be

surprising that postmodernism made great inroads jn New York. And when ah interest in

the Modern resurfaced in the eighties, much of it was a form of revivalism. The Museum of

Modern Art dug out its Russian constructivist drawings to legitimize the work in the
"Deconstructivist Architecture" show. But the 1987 recession confined this resurrected

modernism to interiors and a few small (or out-of-the-way) projectsE

Only receht[y has a group of buildings been completed that may signal new directions.

OCULUS asked respected critics to review four of the most-talked-about projects: Alfred

Lerher Ha[[, at Columbia University, designed by Bernard Tschumi Gruzen Samton

Associated Architects; the Moet Hennessy Louis Vuittoh Tower, on East 57th Street, designed

by Christian de Portzamparc with the Hillier Group; Fox and Fowle's Cohd6 Nast Building,

at Four Times Square; and New York Presbyterian Church in Suhhyside, Queens, designed

by Greg Lynn, Garofalo Architects, and Michael Mclhturf.  With a dozen more structures

currently in design and construction, the first decade of the twenty-first century should  prove

very interesting.  -/.M.
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ON  THE  DIIAWIN®  BOARDS

Evidence of the wild prosperity at the end of our cen-
tury  is  showing  up  rather  subtly  on  the  streets  of
Manhattan-in sleek new shops, renovations, conver-
sions, office interiors, and a few new buildings. . .
I In Soho, at 301 Broad-
way, Helfand Myerberg

Guggenheimer is respons-

ible for a 1,000-square-foot
Trufaux boutique that speaks
in the language of the mer-
chandise. The primarily syn-
thetic interior materials
resemble fabrics used in the
clothes. Walls are lined with
backlit aluminum honey-
comb-core panels faced with
translucent shoji screen-like
sheets. Standard metal brack-
ets support the hangbars and
sanded Lucite shelves. Acrylic

panels float below the ceiling,
diffusing light from above.
Gray industrial carpet tile
with a furry nap is laid in half
of the store, with a colorful

pattern for the remainder.
Changing rooms are parti-
tioned with standard sky-blue
rest room dividers and are
furnished with benches cov-
ered in powder-blue ultra-
suede and theatrical mirrors.

I Uptown, using large plates
of glass, Janson Goldsteih

revealed two levels at the base
of a fifty-yearold office build-
ing. The new windows, on the
northeast corner of Madison
Avenue and 60th Street, show
the pulsating colors of DKNY
sportswear against the cool
white interiors of the compa-
ny's World Flagship Store.
Looking out from the 17,000-
square-foot space, street life
on the other side of the glass

provides a lively backdrop.
A three-story void at the cen-
ter of the store provides circu-
lation and counterpoint to
the adjoining low-ceilinged
spaces. By peeling back the
interior finishes, janson
Goldstein  (which until
recently was known as
Architectureproject) was able

to maximize the ceiling
heights and evoke the atmos-

phere of a downtown loft.

I Low ceilings are not a

problem down the street, at
515 Park Avenue, where Frank
Williams & Associates is com-

pleting construction of a new
42-story apartment building
at the corner of Park Avenue
and 60th Street,just south of
the landmark district that
runs all the way to 79th
Street. The architect's
attempt to create
a good neighbor, using

punched windows, closed
corners, and a limestone base
like those on the twenty-story

prewar buildings to the north,
has paid off handsomely. The
38 duplex units of 5000-8000
square feet are bringing high-
er prices than apartments
anywhere in the world-in
excess of $3,000 per square
foot-from New York families
rather than international
investors. The apartments,
with 12-foot ceilings, have 30-
foot living rooms. Maids'

quarters are located on the
second floor, instead of in the
units, and are sold separately
for upwards of $400,000.
Bedrooms are separated by
staircases  (and in some cases
also served by small private
elevators) from the more pub-
lic living spaces on the entry
floors. And for buyers inter-
ested in entertaining, the
building has an arrangement
with Daniel Boulud, for
whom Williams recently
designed a new restaurant at
65th and Park; there is a
small prep kitchen for the
restaurant staff on the ground
floor of 515 Park.

For Swig Burris Equities,
Williams' firm is finishing

design work on the conver-
sion of 48 Wall Street. The
landmark office tower origi-
nally designed by Benjamin
W. Morris will become a resi-
dential building. The pro-

gram calls for below-grade
parking, retail space at the
ground floor, and 276 apart-
ments. It will bring plans for
turning Lower Manhattan
into a 24-hour neighborhood
one step closer to reality.

I A few blocks away, Der Scutt
Architect is creating a glass-

covered trellis for the plaLza of
the World Trade Center. The
trellis will lead to an existing

pedestrian bridge that will be
partially enclosed with glass.
For Deutsche Bank, the proj-
ect connects an existing head-

quarters facility at 130 Liberty
Street with space that the
bank (formerly Bankers Trust
Company) has leased in the
World Trade Center towers.
Inviting new landscaping,
lighting, seating, and paving
materials will also make the

plaza a less daunting place.

I Another late-Modern mon-
ument getting a facelift for
the millennium is the 15-year-
old Olympic Tower, at Fifth
Avenue and 51st Street. On
the south end of the 1974
Skidmore Owings fe Merrill
building's spacious, through-
block arcade  (designed by
Chermayeff, Geismer fe
Associates; Zion fe Breen; and
Levien, Deliso fe White), the
WPG Design Group is creating

the new art deco-style
Olympic Cafe bistro, using
curved banquettes, hantlng
lamps, and upholstered furni-
ture. In the lobby, Moroccan
limestone, stainless steel, and

glass will complement the
existing Dakota Mahogany
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granite on floors and walls.
At on the 52nd Street side, a
stainless steel canopy over the
stairwell will lead to a dramat-
ic new space for the Onassis
Cultural Center, on the lower
level.

I On 57th Streetjust east of
Park Avenue, Bogdanow and
Associates has recently com-

pleted the interior of a subtle,
sophisticated newjapanese
restaurant called Sono.
Minimalism andjapanese tra-
ditions dovetail in the rough-
hewn natural walnut bar.
Wood planks hang beneath
unfinished concrete ceilings,
and subtly colored walls of
waxed plaster are textured
with natural straw to soften
the feeling of the room. Crisp
rectangular niches give the
space a sense of depth, and
reflected light from custom
handmade fixtures composed
of ceramic disks in curving
bronze tubes provides a

gentle glow.

I In a very different spirit,
using primary colors, stainless
steel counters, curved metal
bands, neon signs, and
exposed halogen bulbs, Theo
David & Associates has

designed a festive hot dog
stand for Brooklyn National,
at the new central terminal of
LaGuardia Airport. The archi-
tects managed to cram all
food-preparation and serving
equipment into 585 gross
square feet of space. Then
they convinced Hebrew
National to let them redesign
the logo so that signage
would be consistent with the
design. Since the $250,000
hot dog stand is visible from
the mezzanine, they took care
to make it look equally

appealing from above.

What about Housing?

E
he economic boom
has produced rela-
tively little of the
housing that this city

so desperately needs  (the
New York City Housing
Authority has a waiting list of
50,000 families) . However, in
New York, the housing stock
is in relatively good condition,
so the Hope VI funds  (allocat-
ed by the federal government
in 1993-94 for demolition of
vacant buildings)  are instead
being used to reconfigure
existing units to meet con-
temporary needs. Doubled-up
households require more
commodious apartments with
kitchens big enough for mod-
ern appliances.

In cities such as Newark, the
money has been used to raze
uninhabitable high-rises and
replace them with smaller,
low-rise apartments. Hope VI
funding was also intended to
encourage private investment
in subsidized housing, most
of which is being built on a
smaller scale than was com-
mom in the postwar period.

I For Procida Realty, Larsen
Sriein Ginsberg + Magnusson

is working on a three-family
Housing Partnership project
in the Bronx with 83 units.
Also underway is a six-story,
53-unit building called 163rd
Street Plaza, for LfeM Equity.
The same firm is designing
the Bushwick Houses in
Brooklyn, with 76 units in
two-family dwellings, for
Loewen Development.

I During the last two years,
building permits were
issued for only 17,000
housing units-as opposed
to the 60,000 completed
during the year 1963 alone.
Meltzer/Mandl Architects has

designed 1150 of the units
now underway. The firm's

projects serve all income
groups and can be found

everywhere from East 29th
Street (120 units in a 16-story
building)  to Crotona Avenue
in the Bronx (where a boxy,
colorful nine-story building
with 86 units is being built for
the Atlantic Development
Group. Meltzer/Mandl has
designed another 72 units for
the same clients on Hughes
Avenue in the Bronx, and the
architects' Gerard Court is a
252-unit complex in the same
borough for the Related
Companies. Meltzer/Mandl is
also working on a 15-story,
53-unit building on East 61st
Street and a 20-story, 97-unit
building on East 38th Street.

I For families with special
needs, James Mccullar &

Associates has designed a tra-
ditional-looking, six-story
masonry apartment building
at 189 Stanton Street. The
structure, which wraps
around a corner and is
crowned with a cast-stone
decorative cornice, contains
community space and 13 two-
or three-bedroom apart-
ments. I^7hen construction is
completed, the project, which
is being built by NVGIIA, will be

managed by the Henry Street
Settlement.

I In Brooklyn, Mccullar is
modernizing the NVCRA
Marlboro Houses, which were
designed by Harrison fe
Abramovitz in 1958. Secure
new stainless steel entrance
systems and exits were
installed at all of the build-
ings. At the high-rises,
canopies were rebuilt or
restored, and openings were
widened to enhance visibility
in entrances. Lobbies were
also redesigned to include
mail alcoves and tenant-patrol
desks. Lobby renovations for
the mid-rise buildings provide
new mailboxes, finishes,
lighting, and more glazing for
better visual access.

Brocklyn Naliona,l hot dog stond,

seen from al)owe,  LaGn.iardia Airport,

Theo David &Associates

Nedson Avernie Partnership Homes,

Larse'n Shein Ginsberg + Magrrasson
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Outside and Inside: The New York Presbyterian Church
reviewed by Alexander Galin

11
ong touted by the architectural press for being conceived
on the computer, this gigantic church to house a
Korean-American congregation in Sunnyside, Queens,
was produced by three young architects-Greg Lynn,

Douglas Garolalo, and Michael Mclnturf-working together over
the internet from three different parts of the country. Because of
their ambition, the design method, and the limited building expe-
rience of the team, the project raised questions about collabora-
tion, communication, and ideas (versus built work). But as it
turned out, other issues emerged as well.

The outside combines clanking, articulated armor and an
early-Modern warehouse aesthetic-a kind of relitlon factory
attacked by a giant armadillo. Suggesting a completely new idea in
adaptive reuse (unlikely to win accolades from the preservation
community) which could be called adaptive S8cM, the original
1930s Art Moderne laundry building has been victimized: masked,
bound, strapped by the railroad tracks, painted black, mounted,
and submerged beneath the curving leviathan of the roof above.
This approach is most successful seen through the chain link secu-
rity fence that blocks and shifts the symmethcal axis of the original
structure, from the Long Island Railroad.

A series of cubic entry pavilions face the vast parking lot that

greets visitors to the church. Pairing a glass box for the social hall
and classrooms, recessed within the original structure, with a pro-
truding cube that establishes the monumental procession to the
sanctuary above, the designers create a clever diptych. Tremendous
vertical bellows of space further separate the sacred space of the
sanctuary from the profane world around it. But this strong
contrast between opposing forms is not continued with the same
conviction inside.

Maybe the most monumental set of church stairs since Mont
St. Michel sets up enormous anticipation en route to the main
sanctuary, which the architects built on the roof of the old laundry.
Unfortunately, the sanctuary does not live up to the pilgrim's
march upstairs, nor compare with the toughness of the facade's
metallic and translucent materials. Instead, it is a sweet, soft space,
with the languid, dead fluorescent glow of a Holiday Inn meeting
hall. Sheetrock and cheap carpet are pushed to their limits, but the
effect falls flat.

The challenge to bilateral symmetry that works so well on the
outside is not carried inside, either. Passing through huge piers and
into the sanctuary-past massive angular Sheetrock "crystals"-the
very high curved ceiling bears down instead of rising up. Its folded,
creased origami "spine" depends on the accent of recessed soffits
concealing fluorescent tubes (a traditional art deco device) to artic-
ulate the form. But the drywall is poorly finished and suppresses
what should be crisp lines into a kind of mush.

The sanctuary walls fold up like a wave from left to right, tr)ing
to displace the basic symmetry of the room, which is framed by the
center aisle of the pews and structural piers of the balcony. But
rather than challenge this axis in a significant way, the central line
is subdued by the crushingly low balcony. The sanctuary ceiling is
highest over this balcony, then plunges in a series ofjagged scal-
lops-like a plane about to crash, pulling up at the last moment
before catastrophe.

Smack in the center of the space is the organ, which is clearly
not of the architects' design. But there is a perceptual disjunction
between the organ as the focus of the space and the spatial implica-
tions of the ceiling. The architects' aversion to symmetry doesn't
allow for an acknowledgment of its placement, so the pipes wind
up propped forlornly against the wall of the altar.



Ultimately, the firecracker fizzlesjust when the celebration
should begiv. And why natural light is not used inside the sanctu-
any remains the biggest mystery of the church-specially since a
wedding chapel and a lobby area employ a translucent facade of
Kalwa]l to great effect. In this lobby, which is the most delightful
space of the building, the translucent wall alternates with clear win-
dows framing views of Manhattan.

The sanctuary vaguely recalls Aalto, but the memory of his mas-
terfiul church at Imatra, Finland, makes you want to cry over the
opportunities lost here. Aalto's ceiling is folded down to the walls in
a similar geometry. But his organ is placed to one side, and light

judiciously shapes the space and focuses attention on the altar with-
out allowing it to dominate. Aalto creates a delicate but powerful
balance of elements. Unfortunately, in Queens, with the buzzing
florescent lights off, the ceiling is bland and gray because light from
the three large windows on the north side is blocked by the
armadillo stair canopy outside.

The canopy displays structural exhibitionism worthy of viollet-
le-Duc, with what appear to be flving buttresses along one side. Yet
these images are at odds with the architects' overall industhal sensi-
bility, recalling an Auguste Perret transitional-Modern church. In
fact, the outside is surprisingly French. Perhaps the mixed
metaphors are the result of a lack of historical awareness and an
emphasis on computer theory. Much has been made about how
the architects connected digrtally between offices located in
Columbus, Cincinnati, and New York (then Los Angeles where
Lynn moved during construction). Yet despite claims made for inte-

gration of the computer into the design process-and the fact that
both animation programs and automobile design software were
used-nothing here advances beyond a vintage hand-animated
Mickey Mouse or the fins on a fifties Cadillac.

Alexander Gorlin, AIA, prachces architectwre in New Ych aty and is a visiting Profiessor Of
architecture at the Cooper Union. At Yale, Cdrlj,n was a studio critic Of Dotuglas Garofoho.

Going Public= Lerner Hall
reviewed dy Todd Bressi

aolumbia University's new undergraduate student center,

AIfredj. Lerner Hall, has been awaited as the first
stateside project by Bernard Tschumi, the dean of
Columbia's architecture school, who is a theorist with a

handful of European projects to his credit. His prominence
brought it into the spotlight, but more interesting, perhaps, is the
tension that the building expresses about the nature of public
space on a busy campus in an even busier city.

The heart of Lerner Hall, which Tschumi designed with Gruzen
Samton (as Bernard Tschumi Gruzen Samton Associated Architects)
is a five-story atrium crisscrossed by two stacks of ramps. The athum
is revealed to the campus through a sheer glass wall, so ``the ramps"
function as circulation system, social space, and stage. Lerner Hall
turns ordinary acts-moving from level to level, crossing between
the wings, getting one's mail-into public spectacles.

Tschumi's touch can be seen here. Many of his projects, such as
the Parc de la Villette, in Paris, and the Le Fresnoy art center, in
Tourcoing, France, cast patterns of movement into strong and sthk-
ing architectural forms. But, at Columbia, ramps were also suggest-
ed by the circumstances. MCRIm Mead and White's 1893 campus

plan has been interpreted in Lerner's massing as flanking wings,
with the athum filling the void between them. The site slopes one-
half story between the wings, so the architects' cascade of ramps
became a lotlcal and efficient mechanism for connecting the two
sides of the building.

Places that do multiple duty as circulation space, social setting,
and stage are certainly not unusual. They are as ubiquitous as

streets or as extraordinary as the steps and parterres in front of
Colunbia's Low hibrary. As streets, the ranps provide access to the
elements of Lerner's packed program-most directly, to the thou-
sands of student mailboxes that line two mid-level ramps. (These
lower areas almost always seem active as students stream into the
main entrance and circle up a level or two to check their mailboxes
or log onto computers at the landings.) Like a good retail street,
the ramps provide strong visual connections to the social spaces
that surround the athum. Visitors can see through glass partitions
into many of the lounges, meeting rooms, eating places, computer
labs, and into the main auditorium. This transparency creates a
sense of layering and spatial progression, allowing natural light to

penetrate deep into the building. But, on the other hand, this rela-
tionship is frustratingly noncommittal. Either these smaller spaces
should be integrated more seamlessly into the adrum space, or the
separation should be emphasized with color or signage.

Ijike the ramps, Low Library's steps also mediate a grade
change, separating Columbia's upper and lower campuses. The
steps enable passage (more fluidly than Lerner's vector-like ramps) ,
and they provide space for sitting and socializing-a symbiosis
Lerner achieves only in the mailbox area. Framed by buildings,
accessible fi-om many directions, and generously scaled, the steps
allow for various gatherings and a flexible range of uses. But the
scale and nature of protests, markets, or concerts may strain
Lerner's spatial and security configurations.

Unfortunately, Columbia's defensive posture also sets the tone
for Lerner Hall's exterior. Despite the arfuim's spatial complexity
and transparency, this is not a very porous building. One public
entl`ance faces campus and another faces Broadway, but neither is
treated with the force or clarity that marks the entrances to nearby
dormitories, classroom buildings, and libraries. The atrium facade
teases the campus with its transparency, but the great glass wall is as
impenetl`able as the granite bases that elevate historic Columbia
buildings high above the neighborhood.

Lerner's brick-and{oncrete facades do replicate the composi-
tion and materials of classic campus buildings and their forbidding
bases. Along Broadway, several entrances are punched through, but
they are marked by meager, shallow aluminum canopies (plus a
banner for the bookstore)-and the auditorium doors will serve
mostly as an emergency exit. On the campus-side, the ground-level
cafe can be entered without passing security checkpoints. Its row of
outdoor tables suggests a sidewalk cafe, and it faces outward. But
the interior spaces are separated by clumry, thick columns that
frame a row of windows and a single door.

One could easily conclude that the athum at Lerner Hall is
mostly about making a scene-placing students on stage and chore-
ographing their movement. One could argue that the building
loses more than the campus gains from following MCKim Mead
and White's template so closely (and that Columbia should have
interpreted its security concerns more loosely in a building with
such a social purpose). However, Lerner Hall is in its infancy. A
restaurant, cinema, theater, and nightclub have yet to open, and
students and staff are learning how to inhabit the building. There
are still many opportunities for adaptation. In time, one hopes that
Lerner Hall will enrich Columbia's and the city's vocabulary of
social space-not quite a street nor the Low Library steps, but
nevertheless something that makes sense of our maddening
rush through the city.

Todd Bressi is an educator,  arclwlect, and Planner who edits PLZLccs, aL magaz;ine

Published dy Pratt Institute.
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Saved by the Stock Market: Cond6 Nast on Times Square
reviewed dy Mildred F.  Schitne:rtz

I n 1983, developer George Klein and his architects Philip

Johnson and]ohn Burgee tried to build, on 42nd Street, what
they envisioned as another Rockefeller Center. Observers of
urban growth in Manhattan remember that the Park Tower

development was to be a city-within-acity constructed at the heart of
Times Square, with an ensemble of four office towers comprising
4.I million square feet. Each building was a full block wide with no
setbacks, and heights varied from 29 stories (388 feet)  to 56 stories

(705 feet) . The floor plates were huge, with the largest measuring
36,000 square feet, andjohnson's tallest tower enclosed 1.5 million
square feet. Because he had converted to postmodernism early in
the 1980s, the structures were enfolded in a classicized pastiche and
crowned by a mansard roof with cresting and finials-a reference to
the original Knickerbocker Hotel, on the southeast corner of 42nd
Street at Broadway. AIl had retail space on the ground floor, but the
facades were not enlivened by signage.

Because its sheer size and bulk would darken the streets and
blot out big chunks of sky, the project was widely despised. And
since all four towers were look-alikes, they appeared monotonously
repetitive in form and detail. Yet the city and state backed the
scheme despite public opposition, as did 7life IVow ItJ7izz r3.772e+in

part because major office construction was expected to help wipe
out Times Square porn. In 1989 (with the project in linbo because
of an economic recession) Johnson, having become a deconstruc-
tivist,jived up the facades to no avail. Eventually, thanks to the
downturn, the appalling scheme finally died.

On the site where RIein proposed his tallest tower, the Conde
Nast Building now stands along Broadway between 42nd and 43rd
streets. Designed by Fox & Fowle Architects for The Durst
Organization (under the auspices of the Empire State Development
Corporation) , the 48-story tower spanning the block is the first
major speculative office building to be erected in New York City
since 1988. It is the centerpiece of the master plan prepared by the
42nd Street Development Corporation, a public/private consortiuni
created to promote the redevelopment of Times Square.

As injohnson's parti, the building fully uses the maxinum
footage of air rights transfers allowed. However, since Durst
increased the lot by one-third, the Fox & Fowle tower may be a bit
larger, with a gross area of I.6 million square feet. `With the bigger
site," Bruce Fowle explained, `twe could make our building eight
stories lower, use setbacks, break it up with contrasting materials into
smaller elements. " Because of these strategies, the Conde Nast
Building is a slullful collage of parts that, huge as they are, appear
well-proportioned to Times Square as viewed from the surrounding
streets.

Fowle notes that before Conde Nast came onboard the Durst
Organization was concerned about whether the tower could attract
major corporate tenants to the edge of Times Square. `The south-
eastern face of the 42nd Street facade was designed to lure the tradi-
tional pin-sthped New York corporate character. That is what gener-
ated the granite facing and the somewhat quasi{lassical expression.
Someone coming from Midtown by way of the New York Public
Library and Bryant Park would not have to experience the rzurzle-
dazzle Times Square stuff to get into the building."

The southeastern face has discreet signs-two marking the
building address and, below them, ones for the publisher on each
side of the entrance to the office tower. The entrance itself is a
large, canopied portal with a rough{ut stone cornice. "As part of
the composition," Fowle explains, `twe made the doorway massive to
help the entire building stand on its own against the glitz of the sig-
nage beginning at the southwest corner and dominating the



Broadwayfacade."
With a beautiful Aaltoesque sloping finned ceiling, the lime-

stone-andsranite lobby itself is serene and elegant. It's virtually
empty except for the security desk and control gates, elevators, and
one small newsstand concealed behind a display of Conde Nast pub-
1ications. After the tower was designed and in the workingrdrawing
stage, Durst acquired two major corporate tenants-The Conde
Nast Publications and the law firm Skadden Arps Slate Meaghers
Flom. `By the time Conde Nast signed a lease, the design of this
space was pretty far along," Fowle recalled. `The Dursts had pushed
us to specify a prominent fountain, flamboyant marbles, and other
richer, elaborate stones." But the Newhouses didn't like it. This is

just not us, too pretentious for Conde Nast, they said. Fowle agreed
and welcomed the chance to ``subdue and simplify."

At the southwestern corner of the 42nd Street facade, the
signage begins above the lively storefront displays for ESPN Zone,
a familyoriented sportndining and retail fachity owned by Disney.
Here the curtain wall switches fi-om stone to glass and rounds the
corner in setbacks curved to follow Broadway, proceeding toward
43rd Street. At the building's northwest corner, the facade is inter-
rupted by a cylindrical Nasdaq sign; then it switches to stone again
above the loading docks, on 43rd Street. At the pinnacle of the
tower is a splendid communications spire surrounded by four 3600-
square-foot electric biuboards that conceal satellite dishes (oGULus,
April iggg, p. 7) .

Much has been written about the building's "green rystems,"
which are among the most advanced ever included in a North
American tower. A list of the many energy-saving applications
includes alternativeenergy fuel cells, high-performance low-E glass
in the curtain wall, photovoltaic spandrel panels at appropriate loca-
tions, and efficient-lighting controls with occupancy sensors on every
floor. The use of structural steel was reduced by a hat truss at the
roof and by a concrete{ore structure. Environmentally-fuendly
materials were specified wherever possible, and a statcof-the-art air

pollutant filtration system was installed. The tower's electric signs
will, of course, use far more energy than will be saved by its green
technologies. Nevertheless, if there were ever a place to build

green, it is kilowattage-saturated Times Square. May the lights
come on!

Mildred F. Sclrmat:z, FAIA, a fo'rmer editor in chiof Of Archi+ec:r]i:rat Tkec.ord,
72ozt; ztm.Ces/o7-Architectural Digest.

Paris on 57th Street: From Ludwig Bemelmans to
Christian de Portzamparc
reviewed dy Diane I,ewis

11
ere is the endgame in a reversal of history: through-
out the 1970s, 57th Street remained the purview of
Ludwig Bemelmans, an atmosphere which is now visi-
ble only in his murals at the Carlyle Hotel bar. This

sophisticated limestone row of petite fa6fezs de z%.Zde was filled with an
esoteric cache of galleries and services-from Knoedler's art

gallery to a custom foundation works for ladies. With the uptown
tone of the Fauborg St. Honore, this street was an ornate masonry
backdrop for a promenade of worldly gentlemen and dowagers
with poodles.

But the days were numbered for the New York that Henry

James once considered the best imitation of Paris. Now a real
Parisian has built a structure on the very site where a key player in
the real estate battle of 57th Street, the]ames Robinson antique
store, succumbed.  (The shop, originally on the south side, was the
holdout that obstructed the realization of I.M. Pei's tower for IBM,
on the corner of Madison and 57th Street. I^7hen Robinson moved
across the street, it allowed IBM to build a tower by Edward

Larrabee Barnes) . The new Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton build-
ing, by Christian de Portzamparc with the Hillier Group, though taller,
is similar in scale and function to the town house it has replaced. It
is, however, economically part of a very different community.

Such economic motivations, which in the past were associated
with American commercial imperialism, were, if not totally resis-
ted, at least kept in a subtle check by the authentic vitality of New
York. But the new touristoriented markeplace on 57th Street is
unconscious of the social and moral ethos that it is replacing.
Niketown and the Warmer Brothers store appear as Hollywood
cartoon images inspired by films like Brazil and The Hudsucker
Proxy. Thus this project had an opportunity to place the globalized
market in a dialogue with the existing nineteenth{entury-scale
fabric, addressing issues of speculative commercialism versus
authenticity.

Any building that aspires to be architecture on this site would
have to demonstrate a consciousness of this problem, an issue
central to any contemporary city. The question is: Does the
Portzamparc project establish a dialogue with the existing civic fat+
ric, whether his strategy is to leave that fabric intact, interrupt it, or
create a new condition? And, is it possible to accept the idea that
``spectacle" (raised when the architect presented the building at a

Museum of Modern Art symposium on ``Urban Spectacle") was

germane to either the program or the midblock site? The building
vacillates on both questions, which gives it a fashionable ambiva-
lence and moral contemporaneity.

Inthnsic to the project's program is the company's fashion
world identity. Definitive silhouette, precision tailoring, and mate-
rial subtlety, if transferred to the building, would have been a reit-
eration of Parisian values that contributed to the feeling of the old
57th Street. But he ignored these questions of form and content in
his discussion of the building in New York. In lieu of the relation
between form and program, which are body-and-soul issues central
to French artistic innovation in this century, Portzamparc's admit~
ted main thrust was beating the zoning envelope to arrive at a radi-
cal formalist spectacle. But New York has always been a to-the-lot
line setback, commercially conservative, grey-flannel{horus line
city which nonetheless managed to produce radical social prc+

grams and dramatic urban spatiality. A taut chess game.
Today, the Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton facade stands as a

finely-folded, laminated, waxy milkTglass plane, with elegant reveals
to separate it from its neighbors. Is this expressionistic folding an
idea of lateral forces-shards of urban verticality-an expressionis-
tic pursuit? A reading taken from the street (since the entry was
not completed at this whting) revealed the building's dramatic
upper elevation. At best, this autonomous element suggests that
the upper levels might serve the public as a delicate landmark
within the private sector, as the ground plane did in the corporate
structures of the 60s. Either way it's the distorted last gasp of a
Corbusian ideal projected on Manhattan fabric.

Was Portzamparc's objective to delicately craft a highrdesign
corporate town house in order to set a new standard for street fab-
ric-r to produce a memorable spectacle? Are either of these
architectural or urban concerns-rjust the domain of develop-
ment?

It may be that the tailoring of Manhattan, which has not yet
become couture, will resist and defeat not only the idealistic urban
sections from the era of Le Corbusier but also the theatrical

gymnastics from the spectacle of global commercialism.
Diane I,ewis is a Neui Yck architect and professor at the Cooper Urrion.
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Return to the Future:
the lFCCA Competition

dy Jayne Merke|

Displayed on backlit

panels, the com-
puter renderings
and collages of

schemes from the first IFccIA

(International Foundation of
the Canadian Centre for
Architecture)  Competition
looked ephemeral and the-
atrical in the marble-walled
waiting room of Grand
Central Terminal, where they
were exhibited in October.
Even the handsome models
didn't have an air of reality
about them.

None of the proposals
from the competition's five
finalists took the incremental
block-by-block, building-by-
building approach currently
in favor anong planners.
Neither did they draw much
inspiration from what had
been built on the site over the

years.
It's hard to imagine that

anyone who has lived in the
area bounded by Eighth
Avenue and the Hudson
River, between goth and 34th
streets, would have recog-
nized it. Yet the proposals
didn't quite seem visionary
either, melding computer

graphics that are common-
place today with old-fash-
ioned sci-fi imagery.  (After all,
the idea of sweeping away a

10

large swath of the city and
replacing it with parkland was
advanced more elegantly by
Le Corbusier eighty years ago.
And some veterans of the
neighborhood preservation
movement may see the night-
mare of "slum clearance"
where the architects saw cool
Koolhaasian "bigness. ")

Still, the schemes as a

group suggest that the pendu-
lum is about to swing away
from community action,
which is sometimes excessive,
and from a fossilized land-
mark policy. Corbu's house-
cleaning was a similar reac-
tion to wornout industrializa-
tion, though his influence
went too far. In the 1970s,

preservationists had to stem
the tide of the urban renewal
he inspired.

There was not much evi-
dence among the 1999 IFCCIA

competition proposals of
what's been learned-if any-
thing-along the way. Most of
the ``ideas" advanced in this
ideas competition, when you
saw them, were furly obvious.
Clearly, the subway system
needs to run to the river, and
the various modes of trans-

port already present should
be connected, though that
doesn't make these ideas less
valid.

The shared agenda of all
of the finalists would be more
surprising if the invited partic-

ipants, despite differences in
age and nationality, had not
sprung from a tangle of
common roots at the
Architectural Association,
the Cooper Union, and
Princeton University. Despite
the sanction of the competi-
tion's diverse and distin-

guishedjury (oCuLuS, March
1999, p. 5) , social planners,
New Urbanists, and urban{ol-
lage artists needed not apply.

Probably the most radical
scheme was the one pro-
duced by the man who's been
at it the longest (though not
very actively in recent years) ,
London's Cedric Price of
Cedric Price Architects. With

words and handrdrawn
sketches, paper collages, and
cartoons, he suggested creat-
ing "A Lung for Midtown
Manhattan." While the style
and even some of the spirit of
his proposal seems more Old
Modernist than New, his idea
that what New York most
needs is more green space
may, in its environmentalism,
be the most forward-looking
of all.

Price was the only finalist
not present during the collo-

quium held at the Cooper
Union on the day after the
exhibition opening. Speaking
for him, an actress friend,
Eleahor Brown, explained that
"he thought you should do

very little, so his proposal is

both an extremely economi-
cal one and probably the
most expensive. It is based on
one of the prime needs for
human beings, which is to
breathe-physically and men-
tally. The underlying idea is to
exalnine the need for archi-
tecture. It is not always neces-
sary to build." Still, the
scheme adds some new ele-
ments: six 85-foot-tall steel
laser-transmission towers, and
40-foot-wide `wind blinkers"

(stainless steel sails)  in the
Hudson, where an elevated
viewing platform would run
along the water's edge. Price
also proposed to excise the
ninth and tenth floors from
the Westyard Distribution
Center, on loth Avenue
between 3lst and 33rd streets,
to create a wind gap. Brown
noted: ``Even fish farming
should not be excluded."
"There are many situations

in which to be systematically
late is to be systematically
wrong," she quoted Price

paraphrasing Sir Geoffrey
Vickers. `The opportunity is
unique and will occur only
once," Price had warned.

Sizing up the competi-
tors, first prize winner Peter
Eisenman realized he would be
hard-pressed to "take a more
radical strategy" than others
would. With David Childs and
Marilyn Jordan Taylor, of

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, his



team devised what Eisenman
called a conservative plan to
maximize the development

potential of the land and
incorporate things New York
City's reigning regime has
requested  (which every sec-
ond-tier city in America also
thinks it needs)-a stadium
and an expanded convention
center. The team even com-
bined the two uses much as
Eisenman did in a recent pro-

posal for Phoenix, Arizona, so
that the stadium, on a plat-
form in the Hudson River,
could be used by thejets

(with the roof open)  or serve
as an auditorium for conven-
tions  (with it closed).

A wide park, lined by low-
rise housing and commercial
developments, would connect
the east and west ends of the
scheme, and the whole would
be managed by an authority
similar to the one for Battery
Park City.

Eisenman justified every
feature with cost projections,
suggesting that, indeed, his
scheme would be the most
expensive  (but the most eco-
nomical). Still, the idea of
replacing Madison Square
Garden with a new office
tower seems highly unlikely.

Ben van Berkel and
Caroline Bos, of the UN Studio,

in Amsterdam, also proposed
radical surgery, moving exist-
ing buildings around so that

the enormous numbers of

people coming through Penn
Station, for example, could
have access to other amenities
in the area and to the river. At
the water's edge, they suggest-
ed building housing for a
community of 15,000, relocat-
ing the convention facilities
and converting them to a
World Media Center.

Emphasizing ``how people
move through the city," van
Berkel fe Bos also proposed a
continuous landscape bridg-
ing loth and llth avenues

(and linked to public transit) .
The subway system would also
be connected to bus, rail, and
ferry transportation in a way
it isn't today. "We were prima-
rily interested in how we
could combine all the public
locations and infrastructural
connections .... The organi-
zation of Manhattan was
always structured around
industry, but now enterprise
is concentrated in nodes," van
Berkel said. The UN Studio
scheme was held together by
a particularly memorable
combination of interwoven
large-scale and small-scale ele-
ments, recognizable frag-
ments of buildings, and extra-
terrestrial ranpsndesigned
in collaboration with Ove
Arup and Partners. Too bad the
architects felt obligated to
make their suggestions sound
inventive by giving them silly

names like  ``rucksacks. "

The most visible gigantic
element in the show was the
lacy space frame that Ysrael A.
Seinuk engineers designed
for Reiser+Umemoto RUR

Architecture, of New York.
"Our main interest was the

fascination with global sys-
terns of flows of information
and culture and how they're
manifested on the site,"

jesse Reiser said, echoing
van Berkel's analysis.  "What
we have now are essentially
mono functional programs, "
so his teani proposed "piggy-
backing various architectural

programs onto existing infra-
structures." A concert hall
and cineplex would be added
to an expanded convention
center, surrounded by three
new hotel towers; themed
retailing would be combined
with active sports areas.
Working with Buckhurst Fish &
Jacquemart, Reiser + Umemoto
tied elements to each other
and to the larger city grid
with a ``global parkscape" pro-
tected by the long, flexible
space frame covering, which
subdivides, folds, rises, and
falls while remaining percep-
tually integrated. The franc
was both a device and a
metaphor for reconnection.

It was difficult to discern
exactly what Thorn Mayne, of
Morphosis, Santa Monica, had
in mind. He described his

approach  (developed with
George Yu, of Design OHice)

as "a new strategy for making

public urban space." Mayne
talked about the importance
of "connectivity and symbiotic
interaction." Though he
insisted that urban design
was of a different order than
architecture, the snakelike
forms (made up of tubular
squiggles)  in his scheme had
a distinctly sculptural pres-
ence. They looked far less
like buildings on city streets-
especially buildings on
Manhattan 's West Side-than
those in any of the other pro-

posals. Again, calling the com-
ponents "waxes, noodles,
crepes, floaters, holds, pugs"
and other clever nanies didn't
help much.

The UN Studio and RUR
Architecture schemes both
looked and seemed more for-
ward-looking than the win-
ning proposal. If the inten-
tion of the competition was to

put visionary modernist plan-
ning back on the map, it suc-
ceeded. But if it was intended
to change the character of
that slice of the far West Side,
it's hard to see how the goal
could be accomplished given
the world we live in today.
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Not Just Green

Neutelings said as he began his
October 12 lecture in the
Architectural League series
"Shades of Green: Architec-

ture and the Natural World."
His post office, fire stations,
housing, and small-industrial
structures break ground in
several directions at once.

Neutelings and his part-
ner, Michiel Riedijk, who
have offices in Rotterdani and
Antwerp, "have a general idea
of being sensitive to environ-
mental issues while believing
mainly that architecture
should generate a higher

quality of life. "
In the Dutch town of Eds,

the architects turned a 1995

plant for Veenman Printers
inside out so that offices and

printing floors face a court-
yard. Blue- and white{ollar
workers share the garden, sur-
rounded by warm wood-pan-
eled walls. The facade on a
highway is covered with let-
ters printed on cheap, well
insulated glazing developed
for the construction of green-
houses. The letters run across
transparent windows and
translucent panels, slowly
spelling out a poem about
sunshine and cast-shadows.

Models of the buildings
by these architects, who

approach architecture as a
puzzle, look like puzzles them-
selves. Their competition
scheme for the 100-meter-
high ABM-AMRO Bank tower
on the Amsterdam beltway
has floors of assorted rectan-

gular shapes enclosed in a
glass box. The scheme didn't
win, but the architects used
the idea at a smaller scale in a
low-rise S-plan office building
at Schiphol airport, near
Amsterdam. Here, the glass
skin insulates the offices from
northern winters, runway
noise, the smell of kerosene,

and the whooshing high
winds caused by turbulence.
The glass creates "garden

pockets" by covering court-
yards, where people can gath-
er informally, and it also facili-
tates natural convection for
ventilation in summer, allow-
ing simple energy manage-
ment (with operable win-
dows) in spring and fall.
Gigantic letters: CARGo Zo-
formed from tiny pictures of
airplanes-are printed on the
outer facade to identify the
building from a distance, at
airport scale.

The architects also used
the idea of cutout volumes to

provide 35 different types of
apartments, including ten
with terraces, in a residential
tower and block near the har-
bor, in Amsterdam. The range
of apartment plans, sizes, and

prices created a diverse com-
munity. And careful detailing
emphasizes the building's

geometry. Windows flush with
the outer walls become a kind
of wallpaper.

Neutelings Riedijk won a
competition for Prinsenhoek,
a new 30-unit apartment
building in the South of
Holland, by proposing to save
an existing historic villa on
the site  (which other competi-
tors would have razed), con-
verting it to offices and incor-

porating it into a garden
shared by the residents. "A
very simple building method
of concrete slabs in a tunnel
system" produced the apart-
ment building's bold sculptur-
al form and numerous can-
tilevered penthouses.

"Reusing old buildings" is

one of the things they "try to
do, " Neutelings said-more
for conservation than preser-
vation. They also try to "not
build" ("unfortunately, I can't
show you any of these proj-
ects," hejoked), to "reuse old
typolotles," make as efficient
a plan as possible, and "use
our brains and not look at a
building as a client machine."

Perhaps the best exanple

of the firm's thinking is the
Minnaert Physics Building, at
the University of Utrecht. "For
university buildings you get a
very thick brief with the
heights of every room, the
humidity, sound absorption . . .
Two thirds of the building is
already set. So we said, We'll
make architecture in the thir-

ty percent of leftover space,
which is usually lost in corri-
dors and service spaces." By

placing all of the laboratories
and classrooms on one side,
they were able to create a

tlgantic multistory main hall
that engages all five senses.
With no ceiling between the
hall and the roof, they could
make cuts in the bare con-
crete and allow the roof to
leak, creating a soft sound,
fountain-like moisture, and a
vehicle to cool the building
naturally.  (In Holland, cooling
is what uses energy because
contemporary buildings are
so well insulated that the light-
ing generates enough heat.)
The leak creates a pond the
size of an Olympic swimming

pool, with a sloping floor and
dishes below that are filled
with shells to balance the acid-
ity in rainwater. The water
absorbs heat during the day;
at night it is pumped back to
the roof so heat is absorbed
by the atmosphere. The $1
million saved on airLcondition-
ing went back into the archi-
tecture-ozy seating units
behind a cutout wall, an airy
restaurant enlivened by a for-
est of glowing columns, class-
rooms with glass walls. The
russet{olored patterned cast-
concrete facade is supported
on one end by handsome

giant steel letters spelling out
the name of the Dutch astro-

physicist for whom the build-
ing was named, creating a
covered porch where hun-
dreds of student bicycles are

protected from the rain.

The firm's gerwineky origival wch Of the

last seven )eon is descri:bed inEL Croqulis

94 (224 Pages,  9 I/2xl3'/4,  395 tllustra-

tious,194 in color, $43).
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After a threelyear search, the AIA New York Chapter has purchased a site for our

new headquarters. Serving both Chapter members and the public, this store front

in Greenwich Village will provide a place for professional development, facilities for

educational  programs,  and  a forum to  promote  architecture  and  urban  design  in

New York City.

The site7 with a street-level entry and two lower levels, will  be pro8rammed to meet the needs

of the Chapter and its chal.itable affiliate, the New Yoi'k Foundation for AI`chitecture. Sul-rounded

by  NYU  facilities-south  of Washington  Square  and  nol`th  of Soho  and  West  Broadway-the

building is located in a dynamic neighborhood of shops and restaurants, apartments and lofts,

art 8alleries7 bookstores, and small museums.

To select an architect for the project, the AIA New York Chapter Board of Dii.ectoi's has decided

to sponsor an open7 juried competition that will encourage and stimLllate new ideas. We intend

to  build  a  headquarters  that  responds  to  the  needs  and  aspirations  of the  Chapter  and  the

Foundation.

The competition will take place in two stages. The first stage will elicit ideas in narrative and

sketch form,  based on the general  program statement.  From this  pool  of entries, the jury will

invite five architects to participate in the second stage of competition. Each finalist will I.eceive

a stipend of S5000, and one will be chosen as the architect.

The  competition  is  open to  all  AIA  architects  registered  in  the State  of New York.  Architects

without a  history of built projects are  invited to associate with  experienced AIA members.  To

enter,  return the completed entry form with your check for the S50 registration fee. The dead-

line for registering is February 1, 2000. Competitors will be sent a registration number and addi-

tional information once their entry forms have been I'eceived.





STAGE  ONE

The submjttal requirements shall be limited to the following:

•  Narrative statement and concept sketches may fill  no

more than two 11xl7-inch sheets mounted on 1/4-inch
a

foam core.
E
gr    .  Concept subinissions shall  be  identified by registration

§         numberonly.

•  A separate,  sealed envelope shall  identify the entrant and

contain  a  list of three comparable completed  proj.ects.

Graphic material  must supplement this  list. .Envelopes

will  be opened  after design  selection of the  premiated

firms  has  been  made.  Only firms  or individuals  meeting

competition  requirements will  be considered.  Entries

may be submitted  by joint ventures or 'by associations

of architects.

STAGE  TWO

Once selected, five finalists will be sent $5000 checks and

detailed packets containing the following materials:

•  Stage Two competition schedule

•  Scaled  plans,  elevations,  andi sections of existing

conditions

•  Photographs of existing facade

•  Detailed  program  requirements,  including reiteration  of the

$1.5  million  budget

Stage Two submissions will  be  limited to a maximum  of two

boards,  each  measuring 30x40 inches.  It is the intention of

the AIA iNew York Chapter to  award the  project to the compe-

tition winner,  subject to Chapter Board  approval.

ENTRY  FORM

Name

Company name

Street

City State                                              Zi p

Phone Fax                                                           E-mail

Please  make  check for $50  payable to AIA  New York Chapter.  You will  receive  a  registration  number and  additional  information  upon  receipt.
Send  registration form and  payment to: AIA New York Chapter,  200  Lexington Avenue,  6th floor,  New York,  NY 10016.



Reminiscences of the
Chapter's Former Homes

JL
t the end of
1946, I estab-
lished my prac-
tice in the Fisk

Building, on West 57th Street.
At the time, the AIA New
York Chapter had offices in a
one-family house, at 115 East
40th Street, that was eventual-
ly demolished to make way
for a skyscraper. The
Architectural League was the
landlord and occupied one
level. The ground floor was
rented to a restaurant and
bar-an institution where
many of the best-known AIA
members, whose offices were
around the corner in the
famous  (also lost) Architects'
Building, on Park Avenue,
went for lunch.

The entire establishment
was particularly friendly and
helpful to newcomers like
me. The single employee of
the Chapter, a Ms. Henkel,
could tell you who was the
most informal or available of
the regulars at the architects'
lunch table-such as Hugh
Ferris (the great renderer) or
Larry White (son of Stan ford
White and English translator
of Dante's D3.u3.?'ze Com€cZ}) . She

could also advise you where
and when to find exhibitions
of architectural work which
were of particular interest to

young architects.
In my recollection-for

perhaps the another twenty
years-the Chapter remained
at East 40th Street. Finally, the
Architectural League decided
to sell the property. Unfortu-
nately, an effort failed to pur-
chase the building on behalf
of the AIA and The National
Institute for Architectural
Education (now called the
Van Alen Institute) .

The Chapter relocated
south of Bryant Park, to West
40th Street, and attempted to
establish more attractive
offices than it had previously

occupied. A young graduate
was hired to design them.
Sadly, after a few years, even
this location became attrac-
tive to developers and was
demolished for a new sky-
scraper. The Chapter moved
again, this time to the desir-
able Urban Center, arranged
in a wing of the Villard
Houses, on Madison Avenue.
The AIA rented a portion of
the Municipal Art Society
space there, which had been
designed by Voorsanger
and Mills.

As the organization grew
to several employees, in order
to serve the activities of an
expanding membership,
considerably larger space was
needed. Eventually, the
Executive Committee decided
to move again, this time
south, to 200 Lexington
Avenue. Thomas Hanrahan
and Victoria Meyers were
hired, as the result of an invit-
ed competition, to design the
new premises, where the
Chapter is located today.
-Giorgivo Cavaglin, FAIA

JL
s a young archi-
tect in the 1950s
and 60s, I
encountered the

wonderful, relatively small
townhouse on East 40th
Street that housed the
Architectural League of New
York, the Art Directors Club
of New York, the Architects
Emergency Committee, and
the AIA New York Chapter.

My first dealings there
were with a Mrs. Nelson of
the Architects Emergency
Committee, a group organ-
ized during the Great
Depression to assist architects
in securing employment.
Incredibly, the committee
continued through the 1960s,
with the sane Mrs. Nelson

providingjob referrals at no
cost. She was a formidable fig-
ure who exanined and cri-
tiqued each job-seeker's port-
folio (she wasn't always kind

AROUND  THE  CHAIFTER

or diplomatic). Nevertheless,
she assisted me in securing
employment with the office
of Irwin S. Chanin, the archi-
tect of the Majestic and the
Century apartment houses on
Central Park West. Chanin
built the Roxy Theater, for
"Roxy" Rothefel, and at one

time owned the Richard
Rodgers Theatre (formerly
known as Chanin's 46th
Street Theatre) and the
Majestic Theatre.

The League Building was
heavily frequented by
Chapter members attending
meetings and social events.
The facility's charm was
enhanced by the bar down-
stairs, which welcomed mem-
bers of all the constituent
organizations housed in the
structure. Working nearby, on
42nd Street (in the Chanin
Building) , I often stopped by
during late afternoons and in
the early evening. It was a

great opportunity for a young
practitioner to meet and
share a moment with archi-
tectural legends. The famous
and the near-famous in the

profession could often be
found there. The place had
charm, friendship-and per-
haps most important-it pro-
vided an opportunity to feel a
closer affinity for our noble

profession.
-Arthiif RDsenblatt, FAIA

Former AIA headquarters,

457 Madison Avenue

Former AIA headquarters,
457  Made,son Averoue

Current AIA headquarters,
200 Lexington Avenue

Cu"e'nt AIA headquarters,
200 Lexington AverVAe
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Jumbos and Super Jumbos
at the Slq/scraper Museum
reviewed dy Andrew Bham

L|
he exhibition  ``Big

Buildings," which
runs at least through
the end of Decem-

ber, ought to have a monu-
mental venue and gets one at
the itinerant Skyscraper
Museum's current home, in a
former banking hall at 16
Wall Street. One moment you
are out on the street, at

ground zero of the urban
throng, and the next you are
inside paying silent homage
to this century's biggest build-
ings and the financial forces
that made them that way.

Appropriately, large color

photographs and documen-
tary memorabilia of seventy
buildings that qualify as either
the biggest or tallest in the
world are propped in the
banking hall's leftover tellers'
windows like employees of
the sane global entity. At the
center of the room stands an
enormous model of the four
World Financial Center tow-
ers, in Battery Park City. Ten
feet tall  (andjust as massive,
ungraceful, and unnecessarily
shiny as the actual buildings
are), the model makes the
exhibition's point well. We
love the project for its sheer
size, because it is the biggest
of its kind. Aesthetics are not
explicitly on display here.
Like at the Stock Exchange,
across the street from the
Skyscraper Museum, the value
is in the numbers-the bigger
the better.

Curator Carol Willis, the
museum's director and
founder, establishes new cate-

gories for bigness with this
exhibition. Her `jumbo" and
"superjumbo" are two classes

that make perfect sense and
will surely be a lasting legacy
of the show. Ajumbo build-
ing contains twice the total
floor area of the average big
building of its time. Super

jumbos are double the size of
jumbos.

Willis benchmarked a
rising threshold for these cat-
egories over the past century.
In the time between 1880 and
l900, jumbos were greater
than 250,000 square feet, and
superjumbos were greater
than 500,000. Since  1950,

jumbos have risen to two
million square feet and super

jumbos to four million.
Of course, super-jumbo

buildings are rare, so the
seven of the twentieth centu-
ry deserve recognition: the
Woolworth (1913), the
Equitable (1931), the Empire
State  (1931), 30 Rockefeller

Center (1932), World Trade
Center 1  and 2  (1971-73), and
the Sears Tower (1974) . The
exhibition contains both
architectural and historical
artifacts from the construc-
tion of these towers. One of
the most memorable, a con-
struction photograph of the
World Trade Center, was
taken at sunrise from a heli-
copter. Although the towers
are topped out, the upper
floors have not yet been parti-
tioned so the sun shines
straight through the empty
floors, interrupted only by
the structural core. Minoru
Yamasaki's unfinished mono-
liths floated big and beautiful
that morning-ach Ilo
floors on a piece of string.

The Architectural Space
ol Migration
reviewed dy Andrew Bham

For the most part,

buildings do not
move and architec-
ture is about staying

in one place. Rather, it is

people who move-some-
times violently and severely.
According to a report recent-
ly published by the United
Nations High Commission, 45
million people are currently
migrants, refugees, or expel-
lees. Because they are caught
between the place they left
behind and the place of their
dreams, the architecture of
their lives is temporary.

This fall, architects Paul
Kariouk and Mabel 0. Wilson,

knoun collaboratively as
KW:a, took up the issue of
transience in  ``(A)way Station:
The architectural space of
migration," at Store front for
Art and Architecture. The
installation was based on their
idea that the domestic space
of migrants is inherently tern-

porary; migrants' immediate
exterior world is defined by
the things they carry.
Personal items replace per-
sonal space, so that posses-
sions-rather than architec-
turendefine the structure of
their lives. The architecture
of migration, then, is no
architecture at all.

The "(a)may stations"
express this idea, being a
series of tall wooden piers,
each larger than a person,
tightly arranged in Store-
front's triangular gallery.
Personal objects are embed-
ded into the surface of each

pier, some cast eerily in trans-
parent resin and others left in
their natural state: an ashtray,
family photographs, a piece
of linoleum flooring, the full
front of a television set, a toi-
let seat. One pier has a
woman's shoe, cross-sectioned
and suspended in resin so
that its layers of cushioning
and support are visible.

Some are lit from within,

producing a glow that brings
a lightness to the plywood

piers. Embedded pieces of
carpet and movable drawers
invite you to touch the pillars
and explore their contents, as

you move among them in the
confined space of the gallery.
Recorded personal narratives
of migration play on a loop,
and a final pier is surfaced
with a mirror, temporarily

placing the viewer in the role
of migrant.

Although its relationship
to migration may be tangen-
tial, this maze of tall boxes
ends up being quite beautiful.
At moments, the piers evoke
a flea market that's been



mashed up and sliced like a
sandwich-rather than an
architecturally oriented com-
mentary on migration. But
the show itself will move at
the end of its run: it was
designed for transport to the
next site. Photos of successive
installations will be incorpo-
rated into the piers so that
the show will keep a record of
itself. In this way,  ``(A)way

Station" asks to be considered
not only by its current instal-
lation, but also by its own
migration.

The New Modernist ih
World Architecture
reviev)ed dy John M. ]ohansen

AI
odernism
moves confi-
dently and
inevitably on ,

from the recent past to the

present and into the future;
the commanding presence of
the buildings designed by
major Modern talents speaks
clearly for itself. This is the
forceful and convincing mes-
sage o£ The New Modenist in
Won# A7ch3.tec*w7ie, by authors

Patricia M. Snibbe and Richard

W. Snibbe, (MCGraw-Hill, 240

pages, 8]/2x 11, 200 color phcL
tographs, $79.95) .

The works of three groups
of architects, over the short
span of 75 years, represent an
explosion of energy and cre-
ativity unmatched in architec-
tural history. The authors pres-
ent successive generations:
the "pioneers," such as
RIchardson, Sullivan, and
Perret; then the "masters"
Wright, I.e Corbusier, Gropi-
us, and Mies. Finally, the book
contains buildings by  the
authors' third generation and
the successors of that genera-
tion including New York archi-
tects Edward Larrabee Bames,
Richard Meier, Ted Williams Billie

Tsien and Associates, Beyer

Blinder Belle, Jam Hird Pokomy

and others from around
the world.

The work selected for this
book, though broadly diverse

in character, illustrates the fun-
damental principles of the
Modern movement. Modern-
ists design for changivg needs
and use advanced building
technologies as sources of new
aesthetic experiences. Yet their
work upholds the principles
which have defined and stabi-
lized architecture in all peri-
ods of history.

The authors' collection of

projects is thoughtfully organ-
ized by purpose and use, such
as "places for living, places
for working, places for
learning .... " This method
emphasizes the human as-

pects quite as fully as to those
of structure and aesthetics.

I^7hat assures the continu-
urn of the Modern movement
is the group of projects for the
twenty-first century that are
already conceived and present-
1y in the state of research and
development. Some of these
are included here.

This is ajoyous and exhila-
rating book with extensive
illustrations in color. It is an
exhortation to the younger

generation of architects as well
a stimulus to those interested
in this vital and creative field.

John M. ]oha:rsen, FAIA, anrd Richard W.
Swibbe, FAIA, ann members Of the AIA
Now Ych Chapter.

Architecture and Science-
Again?
reviewed dy Lanine Fir

Editors of a sumptuous

new publication from
the MIT Press,  7lhe
Af chitecture Of Science,

cannot be accused of pander-
ing to the revived enthusiasm
for science in architectural
circles. If a single thread runs
through these essays original-
ly presented at a Harvard
conference in 1994, it is a
wariness about the relation-
ship between science and
architecture.

The 24 contributors, who
range from historians of sci-
ence and architecture, to
architects, to sociologists, are

generally thoughtful, scholar-
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ly, and cautious. Demise Scott
Brown complains that "in
architecture we are dogged by
the model of the sciences."
Alberto P6rez-G6mez locates a

fundamental break between
architecture and science in
the seventeenth century, and
Adrian Forty exposes the limi-
tations of scientific metaphors
like ``circulation. "

One can sense that this
near-uniformity of opinion
marked the moment before

great change. Certainly the
events of the five years follow-
ing the conference have
revived the architectural com-
munity's longing for a contri-
bution by science or technol-
ogy to building. Recently, we
have witnessed the triumph of
the Web and the emergence
of an aesthetically sophisticat-
ed "green architecture." In
such a moment,  The
A;rchit,ecture Of Sdence (edited
by Peter Ga]isoh and Emily
Thompson, 576 pages, 9xl0,
165 illustrations,16 in color,
cloth, $65) reminds us of the
cyclical nature of scientific

positivism.
And the book makes

other tangible contributions.
A collection of writings on the
history of scientific buildings
features a feminist critique of
Renaissance studios, the story
of how a Benedictine monas-
tery was used to conduct opti~
cal research, and a study of
acoustical science's impact on
modern American space.
There is a long series of par-
ticularly illuminating articles
on several new laboratories.
These are whtten from vari-
ous points of view: the archi-
tect's, the interior designer's,
the client's, a sociologist's.
And throughout, ironic flash-
es of insight appear, as when
Behoit Mandelbrot observes

that the plurality of scales in a
Beaux Arts building (in its
volutes and dentils)  comes
close to fractal geometry.

Ija;vie Kerm, AIA, prackces architecture in
Neui York with Matiheujs/KerT A;rchitects
and teaches at, Coharmbia.

Detail of chalT ern,bedded in Pier,

(A)way Station exhibition
al Storefronl for Art and ATchitect;are

(AL)way Statj,on exhibition

at Storefront for Art and AIchitecture

(A)way Stoti,on exhibition
at Storefro'hi for Art and AIchitectw.e

The New Modernist in
World Architecture

The Architecture of Science
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In an era when you find

ticket scalpers milling
around outside the sold-
out, 1400-seat auditorium

where Frank Gehry is lecturing,
it's a good bet that two new
books on Gehry would make

gifts appreciated by architec-
ture-watchers. The book that
spawned the lecture was Gehry
Talks: A;rch;decture + Process, edi+

ed by Mildred Fn.edman, with
an essay by Michael Sorkin

(Rizzoli, 300 pages, 10xl0, 300
illustrations, 200 in color,
cloth, $65) . It is filled with the
architect's down-to{arth
descriptions of his working

process. But there is also the
enormous, gorgeous F7itz7tfa 0.

Grehvy.. The Co'Implete Wbnha, ty

Francecsco Dal Co, Kurt W.

Foster, and Had]ey Soutter
Amold  (Mom-acelli Press, 614

pages,10xll, over 1000 illus-
trations, 400 in color, cloth

$85) .

16

e oh the._Shelves~ ` .

The historically minded
might be interested in Mildred
Friedman's  Ccz7lzo Sccz7Pcz, with

photographs by Guido Guidi
(Monacelli, 240 pages,10xlo,
220 illustrations,170 in color,

paper, $45)  or in E7z.c
Mendeisohn Architect 1887-

J9jj, edited by Regina Stephan

(Monacelli, 240 pages, 95/8 x
103/4, 340 illustrations, 25 in
color, cloth, $75) . More
recent history is recorded in
A7ch3.g7'itz773,  edited by Peter

Cook (Princeton Architectural
Press,152 pages, 81/4xll, 282
black-and-white illustrations,

paper, $29.95) , or Modernism
and Modernization in
Architecture, edited by Helen
Castle  (Academy Editions,128

pages, 8'/2xl 1,155 illustra-
tions, 76 in color, paper, $65)
with essays on modernism in
the Western United States
and on New York architecture
in recent years) .

New books on current
trends include EccLrcc..
A;I chitectwTe Of the IrlrBetween,

edited by Amerigo Marras, with
essays by the editor, Neil
Dehari, Jean Gardner, Mark
Wigley, and others (Princeton
Architectural Press, 137

pages, 53/4 x 81/3, 40 black-and-
white illustrations, paper,

$15.95) . Entertainment archi-
tecture, which is most outra-

geously practiced byjon
jerde, is chronicled in  yo'zt Arc
Here: the ]erde Parinershi¢
J7izer'?'aczJ3.o73czZ,  edited by Frances

Anderson, with essays by
Margaret Crawford, Norman M.
Klein, and Craig Hodgetts

(Phaidon, 240 pages,
9 7/8 x 113/8, 500 illustrations,

400 in color, cloth, $75) .

Local Heroes
As usual, this city's architects
and architecture are well rep-
resented in publishers' new

offerings. The most indispen-
sable is the latest volume in
the series by Robert A.M. Stern
and his colleagues-Ivt7zw yonfe
1880: Af chitecture and Urba;ninm

in the Gi,Iced Age, ty Stern.
Thomas Mel]ins, and David

Fishman  (Monacelli,1164

pages, 8l/2xll, over 1200
black-and-white illustrations,
cloth, $85) . Moving forward
in time, there is the beautiful
Cass Gilbert, AIchitect, bry

Sharon Irish  (Monacelli, 224

pages, 8l/4xl05/8, 200 illustra-
tions,16 in color, paper, $45) .
John Belle and Maxjnne Rhea

Leighton's  Grcz7?d  Ce?'a}7iczz..

Gatway to a MITIton I;ives

(Norton, cloth, $39.95)
describes the terminal as only
someone who has taken it

apart (and put it back togeth-
er again) can. The Building
Blocks books are a series on
important modern buildings

photographed by Ezra Stoller
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(Princeton Architectural
Press, 83-96 pages, 5x7, 80
black-and-white photographs,
cloth, $19.95) . The series

includes volumes on  rfac7 711IA
r|lerminal, The Uwi,ted Ncinons ,

The Chapel at Ronchamp, and
Th,e Yale Art+ Arclvi,tecl;are

Building.
AI elegant 1999 mono-

graph is Steven Holl's  77}e
Chapel Of St. Ignahas,

(Princeton Architectural
Press, 96 pages,11x63/4,

88 illustrations, 73 in color,
cloth, $34.95).  Mildred

Friedman, who has been very
busy lately, produced Hcz7icz)

Hol;unan Pf af fer Associates ,
Buildings and, Projects  1993-

J998, with an introduction by
Glenn M. Andres  (Rizzoli,  224

pages, 8 I/2xl 1, 350 illustra-
tions, 150 in color, $60 cloth
or $40 paper) .  77zc Arc/23.£Gcfw7ic

Of Yoshio Tandguchi c,2[n br.mg
you up to date on the archi-

tect of the expansion for the
Museum of Modern Art in
New York (with essays by
Yoshio Tahiguchi and Fumihiko

Maki,  (Abrams, 280 pages,
10 5/8xl 1, 434 illustrations,

208 in color, cloth, S125) .

Should you, miraculously,
still have shelf space where

you keep books devoted to
Richard Meier or John Hejduk,

there zlre.. The Educaiton Of an
A;Tchitect: A Point Of Vieiil, the

Cooper Uri,i,on School Of Aft &

ArcJwhecture  1964-1971

(Monacelli, 376 pages, 9x 93/i ,
340 illustrations, 20 in color,

paper, $50) , Ri.chczrd Me3.gr
A7icfo3.£ccZ  Vo/.  3, with essays by

Kenneth Frampton, Joseph

Rykwert, and Arata lsozaki

(Rizzoli, 444 pages,10xl0,
over 350 illustrations,  150 in
color, cloth $75 or paper

$55) , and the catalog of the
major traveling exhibition:
Richard Meier Arclwhect, edited

by Richard Koshalek and Dana

Hutt  (Monacelli, 336 pages,

9xl2, 450 black-and-white
illustrations, cloth, $60) .

Branching Out
Many fine travel guides have
recently appeared, but Pcz7ds..
Buildings and Monune'nts, ty
architect Michel Poisson

(Abrams, 464 pages, 6 7/8x91/2,
679 black-and-white illustra-
tions, 211  maps, cloth $35)  is

especially appealing.  7lfae

Prit;zher ATchitecture Prize : The

F€.rjJ rzue73ty  yec3rs,  by Colin

Amery, J. Carter Brown, William

J. R. Curtis, Bill N. Lacy, and

Martha Thorne  (Abrams, 208

pages, 9xl 1t/4, 370 illustra-
tions, 200 in color, cloth,

$49.50)  is more than a
who-was-who.  Vex?ft/n. Sco#

BTown & Associates  1986-1998

(Monacelli, 368 pages,
9 7/8x9 7/8, 500 illustrations,

200 in color, cloth $65 or

paper $45), with essays by
Stanislaus van Moos and

Mary MCLeod, brings the

Philadelphia firm's work up
to date.

Moder72 by Jonathan

Glancey traces trends in interi-
ors over time, in works by 58
different architects from
Antoni Gaudi to Lee Mindel

(RIzzoli,176 pages, 9 I/2xl 1]/2,
270 color illustrations, cloth,

$50) . And Marcus Field's lively
Fttfttre S}sfcwLs (Phaidon, 208

pages, 93/4xl 1`3/4, 387 illustra-
tions, over 500 in color, cloth,

$49.95)  places architecture
and city planning in the
context of other design disci-

plines, emphaszing the British
contribution.
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DEADLINES

December 17,1999
Submj,ssious date for the New York
Landmawhs Conservaney's Lucy G.
Moses Preservation A"ards for excel,lance
in restoration, preservation, and, ahap-
i;ive use Of historic buildings and land-
scapes. Previous winners haNe been spon-
sons, ow'ners,  and designers Of projects
that Preserve corrmercial, reside'ntial,
irirstitwtional, rdigivous,  and Pubtic
buildings.  Other Possible categories are

plorming Projects, media coverage Of
preservchon issues, and neighborhood
revitalha,ti,on orga;vizondons. Please se'nd
a letter or rLanative state'rrmt describing
the nominee along with ilhastratiorLs in
the form Of 35mm shdes, with views
labeled or keyed,  and a complete list Of
the Project's architects, contractors, and
craftsne'n to:  141 Fifth A.verve, New
York, NY  10010.

January 29, 2000
Suin;issio!n deal:h:ne for the ]a:rues Becnd
FowndczJz.o72Anterior Design  773agtlz3.7'2e
a;war.ds honing exce[]ence in interior anrd
graphic design for restow-ants in the U.S.
or Canada. For moire inf;o"rialo!n Please
I;dst.J www.jamesbeard. org o7. z4".fe fo..

]ames Beard Foni,ndchon, 6 West 18lh St.,
loth fa, New York, NY  10011.

March 13, 2000
Tlue 2000 DuPo!nt Benedi,ct:ups AINards are
om a;"uial internati,o'nal architectural,
awards Progrcrm to recognde irimova,hon
in the use Of laminated glass in con:rner
cial and residrm;ha:I architectural prof ects
(or architectwral prof ects in which lanir
nond, glass is an essential compo!ne'nl) .
Agcin in 2000, o!ne residewial architec-
twral project wi:11 receive a second special
owcnd, for outstcnding use Of idminated,
g:lass. The prograrm indrds a stwdeut
design competition in addition to recogni:
tio'n of completed prqjects in two profes-
sional categories:  co'm;rnerdal and residetr
ti,al,. Archhects are invited i,o oubrmi,i corm

pleted worha clad a dscripirue evo;hachon
(wndten in frogtishi) expidining wiry the
design is unique or coninbutes to the well
being Of society and how laninaded glass
fits into the prqject. Ent;vies will be judged
on degree Of inLovcho!n, breadth Of applir
catlon, importance Of larrinated glass to
the bulldimg and, corLcept, sign;ificance for
ind:ustry anrd i,he corisurmer:, and secinty
enhance`rurnt, t,o withstand or amuehorate
dowunge fro'm nat;ural or rrarmade di,sac-
ters. The prograrm is an interncutonal
competition open to all architects except
newhers Of the jwry or their fi:rm. ErLines
rra:y be sAIbiwi,tied ky indi;viduads or a

group Of individrds coninbuting to the
design. Prtyects must have been co'rmpleted
lJJitlrin last fu)e years. For rrare inf;o!rrriAI
tio'n a;nd an official ertry fotrm, Please
contact HtL:res-Ijalur Pubhc Redtiorrs, E-
77za€./ haneslahr@mcimail.com  or I/is2.f
the honepage at www.e-archiltect.corn or
contact 202-393-5247, Fax 202-393~
5221.
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IN  THE  BOOKSTORES

Efficient Building
Guidelines
reviewed dy Andr6 Chaszar

11
ow often does
someone present a
coherent plan for
revolutionizing the

way we build? and how often
does it have any chance of
succeeding? Rarely. But H3.gfa
Performance Building Gwidelirues
has already accomplished the
first, andjudgrng by its initial
reception, it may well do both.

Ideas about eco-friendly
building have been around
in various incarnations since
at least the 1960s, but in
the wake of the RIo
Environmental Summit and
this summer's Executive
Order committing the federal

government to improve the
environmental performance
of federal facilities, it seems
their time has come.

Recently published with
the sponsorship of the Design
Trust for Public Space,
Gztzcze%?`aes (City of New York

Department of Design and
Construction, 144 pages, 8 I/2
x 11, 48 black-and-white illus-
trations, spiral-bound, $25)
contains a set of up-tndate
techniques for improving the

quality of both new and retro-
fitted buildings. Though
intended for those involved
in City projects, the material
is general enough to be use-
ful for private projects, too.

Drawing on the latest re-
search  (as well as oft-neglect-
ed tried-and-true methods)
Cite.dez3.7zcs brings toge ther

energyefficient, eco-friendly,
and other "best practice" tech-
niques. It argues that these
can reduce capital and/or
operating costs.

The book admits extra
effort is required to achieve a
well-integrated building. But
information is, fortunately,

presented clearly, and both
processes and technical issues
are addressed in a uniform,
concise manner. `The deliv-
ery of a high-performance

project calls for significantly
increased collaboration
among the various design dis-
ciplines .... Design thinking
should be informed by tradi-
tional efficiency methods and
techniques employed by older
or vernacular buildings,
where forms, building materi-
als, and means of achieving
comfort respond to local
climate, "  Gtt3.deJ3."es explains.
"When taking advantage of

the increasing sophistication
of today's building systems
and material technologies,
high-performance designers
should . . . minimize depend-
ence on mechanical and
architectural technologies
that are difficult to manage
and maintain. "

Process and technical sec-
tions cover broad areas such
as "building energy use" and
``indoor environment," and

each of these is brokenrdown
into more-specific issues such
as "indoor air quality," "light
sources, " and ``controllability
of systems." A description of
an individual issue's impact is
followed by a list of specific
technical strategies for achiev-
ing the goals.  (Under "light
sources, " strategies proposed
include: daylighting apertures,
light shelves, light distribu-
tion, avoiding glare, and pro-
viding views.) A sidebar iden-
tifies the economic impacts of
improved performance.

The technical section
contains a catalog of high-

performance building tech-
niques: siring and massing,
lighting, ventilation, acoustics,
selection of recyclable and
nontoxic materials, water
management, and energy use.
It includes posrdesign issues:
construction site safety and
environmental impact, verifi-
cation of installed systems'

proper operation, and main-
tenance of a facility through
its life cycle.

Most subsections are illus-
trated in diagrams or photo-

graphs along with brief

descriptions of local projects
where the strategies were
implemented. Each concludes
with pages describing per-
formance goals, tools to assist
designers, deliverables in the
various phases of the project
from preliminary design
through occupancy, and ref-
erences for further reading.
The book has a useful glos-
sary and a list of appendices
accessible online, including a
work plan for high-perform-
ance projects, calculations of
measurable benefits, and sam-

ple plans and matrices filled
out for a library project.

Inevitably in a document
of this scope, some points are

questionable. Modular/uni-
versal space planning (recom-
mended for the sake of flexi-
bility)  precludes truly high-

quality space; flexibility is
achievable by other means.
Also, some illustrations are
cartoony or too detailed.

A number of well known
New York architects con-
tributed to  Gw3.de/3.7acs, which
`has earned praise from pro-

fessional organizations and

publications.
The term ``high-per for-

mance" refers to the impor-
tance of market forces as well
as ethical motivations. By
offering a book of guidelines
for voluntary compliance, the
DDC has recognized that any
improvement over conven-
tional construction is valuable

(and also that each situation
will have its own potential and
its own constraints). Publica-
tion of this book brings to the
table an agenda for better
building not only through
"green" and sustainable

means, but also with enlight-
ened procurement processes,
economic analysis, and main-
tenance practices.

Amdr6 Chaszar is a seri;ion ergiveer in i,he

Nevu York office Of Bu;ro Happoid

Co'usuling Emgivers. The bock is avail
able at CityBods, on the fast floor Of the

Municipal Bwildimg at 1  Centre St;reel or

dy calling 212-669-8247.



Greening the Workplace

ffiid
any so-called
"green strate-

gies" are real-
ly common-

sense ideas necessarily pres-
ent in quality architecture.
But it is not unusual for the
Committee on the Environ-
ment's guest lecturers to be
slightly uncolnfortable with
their work being labeled "sus-
tainable design." The moni-
ker is a difficult one. After all,
no building is truly sustain-
able. But all buildings that
deal with contemporary
issues in innovative ways add-
ress issues of sustainability.

Recently, when Ralael
Pelli, AIA, of Cesar Pelli fe

Associates Architects in New
Haven, was a guest of the
Committee, he made this
sane point (which longtime

proponents of sustainability
have understood for many

years). `When Owens
Coming asked us to reconsid-
er the workplace for their
new headquarters in Toledo,
Ohio, the sustainablerdesign
aspects revealed themselves
as an inherent corollary to
that investigation. "

At the Owens Coming
facility, the Pelli team found a
novel way to organize the
twelve-hundred people in the
new 400,000-square-foot
space. Only eight private
offices exist, and typical work-
stations are supplemented by
special-use facilities through-
out the building. These
range from flexible gathering
areas to specific-use spaces
such as multimedia labs. The
workstations benefit from
daylight and views at the
riverside site.

The most critical issue
was the constant reorganiza-
tion of the workforce into
various project teams. To sup-

port this need for flexibility,
the architects worked with
the developer and engineer

to design a raised floor in
what was then the largest
such application in the coun-
try. A 12-inch space beneath
it allows air to be delivered at
floor level (closer to the pet+

plc the system is meant to
heat or cool) . Power and data
lines are easily accessed
through floor tiles.

Postoccupancy observa-
tions reveal that there were
some 1500 moves within the
first year. This means that
workers relocated an average
of 1.25 times. In the old facili-
ty, each move cost about

$150. But Owens Corning's
own facilities team was able to
handle these moves-without
electricians, drywall installers,
or others. Considering these
savings, the system would pay
for itself within three years.

However, there is a sub-
stantial energy savings to be
realized as well.  `This is a
low-velocity, silent system.

You don't have to force air

through ducts. Instead, you
are providing a large plenum.
Diffusers swirl the air to
spread it at the lower level."
The clients calculated that
return air might come in at
85 degrees, but they are find-
ing that it's actually returning
at 75 degrees, so the savings
are dramatic. Providing air
this way also benefits indoor
air quality, since the fresh air
is coming in closer to the

people. On the roof, air-han-
dling systems boast air-side
economizers, which means
that in mild-weather seasons,
the facility can bring in one-
hundred percent fresh air.
And employees appreciate
the personal control aspect of
the floor-vent system, since it
allows individuals to direct or
cut off air in their workspace.

EXHIBITIONS

f#:#a7sfn-:,B:a:;#ofc]aude
Parent and Scott Hug
H2#;ys#r::t;CkmA:Cihojtieg#e]'2:62267#egsi4.

December 8-15
Futures to Come: Projects
Comriiss.ioned dy Architectural Record
Max Protetch Gallery, 511 West 22nd St.,
212-633-6999.

f#g?a:y#:a:ootherLife:Cohstant's
New Baby[oh

IPZ222riag%#866?ter>35VIoosterst.

&„ffi„rg:##::posa]sforthe
Development of Hell's Kitchen South
S#Te##e§t;t2a]#4A3f]C.h5j7egct5¥e'

.'/9faorS"#fA/°N"e"w°ryyor2kchapter
Design Awards
S£'Zifgrt°hn±*2n]d2°_%>83_3o7o%:disonAve.,

:#rgzf:i"e:fz2
Jgs:#ff%r%7#8r%2%Fidr292;3£nd

#cttt#£"g/6::&Prayst2ThroughThe
National Register
The Hudso!n Ri;vet Murseum,  5 1 1
Warburton Awe., Yonkers. 914-9634550.

T7hheti##:I"€::'r|:sandRayEames
C2°Eapasert-Fi#tstty2a]ti2f%L9£8ff}o#.Museun7

T7o#g"M/;#:"#v::lnhabitatiohs
A2ri%2S#3ffi3:Cireenest.

Owens Coming, Toledo, Ohio,

Cesar Pelti & Associates

Owens Conning, Toledo, Ohio,

Ceson- Pelh &  Associates

Choens Co'rring, Toledo, Ohio,

Cesar Peth & Associates
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FOR RENT
300SF NOH0 STUDIO

CALL JOHN 995-2396

They All Got Jobs.
Who's left to hire, everyone has ajob!  For architects employment is at an all time high.  So how

can you find qualified candidates to fill your positions? The answer is CFA. For  16 years we've built a

job database of over 10,000 qualified professionals from entry to partner level. CFA conducts compre-
hensive portfolio reviews and CAD skill evaluations for candidates who are available on a per-project or

permanent basis. "CFA continues to provide our members with qualified professionals at critical times
in their proj.ect cycle," says Richard Fitzgerald, AIA/BSA Executive Director. CFA's job placement
counselors have years of experience in the staffing industry and specialize in the field of architecture and
buildingdesi8nscheduleameetin8withcFAesstomizeastaffingplanthatworksforyou

For more information contact CFA by phone at 212-532-4360 or on the web at www.cons4arch.com

TRADITIONAL BUILDING
VISIT  OUR WEBSITE  AT

www.traditional-bq±Id±ng.com
Theo;f#:#£ff#tgz300p:o##hi#ro

DmFTI"mrtyLmlEHDFTE``

Tl)c lntlg{iz:.inc.. 6 ;j!itc.I  /  S 19 .`'5  yctir

For subscription information, I.ax (718) 656-0750
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But please don't feed the ornamental metal.
As  builders  and  architects  continue their search  for originality, beauty and
timelessness  in  their  designs,  only  one  material  satisfies  their  demands  -
Ornamental  Metal.   For uncommon  durability, design  flexibility and  enduring
appeal,  Ornamental  Metal  outperforms  other materials  in  its  class  and
creates  value  in  a  property which  is  as  boundless  as the  imagination.

®mamemtaREeta
The  Ornamental  Metal  Institute  of NewYork  .  211   East 43rd  Street  .  NewYork,  NY   10017  .  212-697-5554

BOOKLISTS

Rizzoli Bookstores' Top 10
As Of October  1999

J. The Work of Ettore Sottsass and
Associates,
Herbert Muschcunp (Uwiuerse, Paper,
$2j'.

2.  New York: A Guide to Recent
Architecture,
Susarma Sirofrrian (RErrmin;rm, Paper,
$5.98).

i. CAD Layer Guidelines, 2nd ed.,
Michael Schlq) (AIA,  cloth, $35).

4.  Richard Meier Architect, Vol. 3,
Ken;ri,eth Frcrmptoin and Joseph Ryhoert
(RIz2:oli, Paper, $55) .

i.  Venetian Villas,
Michela;ngelo Muraro (K6nemorm2,, cloth,
$29.95).

6. Lofts,
Francisco Cerver (Watson Chopti[l, cloth,
$35).

7. Architecture & Design NYC,
Marisa Bartohacci (The Understanding
Business, Paper, $14) .

8. Ten Houses: Miller Hull Partners,
Oscar Ri,era qeda (Rockport, Paper, $25) .

9. Palaces of Rome,
Lwigi Borgiva anrd CculD Ch.esli

(K6ne'mann,  cloth, $39.98).

JO.  Ted Williams Billie Tsien Works &
Projects,
Martin Finio (Gil, Paper, $37.50).

Urban Center Books' Top 10
As Of October  1999

I. Architecture Theory Since 1968,
K.  Michael Hays (MIT Press, cloth,
$62.50).

2.  Bethlehem Steel,
Andrew Ga:in (Princeton A.fchitectw.al
Press, Paper, $21.95).

3. Manhattan Water-Bound, 2nd Ed.,
Arme Buttouiiieser (SyITaouse Urinersity
Press, Paper, $19. 95) .

4.  Herzog & De Meuron 1993-1997,
(EI Cn-oquis issue #84,  cloth, $43.50) .

5. Anaesthetics of Architecture,
Nell Leach (MIT Press, Paper, $16.50) .

6. Metacity/Datatown,
Wiry Maas (010 Pubdshers, Paper,
$19.50).

7. Architecture + Design NYC,
Mcvisa Bartohacci (The Uiederstanding
Business, Paper:, $14).

8. Guide to New York City Landmarks,
Andrew Dolhart Uoha Wi]p) & Sous,
Paper,$19.95).

9.  Move,
Ben van Berkel curd Carol;ne Bos
(Groose Press,  boxed edition,  $54.50).

jo. Arcliitectural Guidebook to New
York City,
Francis Mo'ITone (Gibbs Swath, Paper,
$21.95).
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COJVLMITTEE  JVLEETIN®S

December 1, 8:00 AM

Justice

December 1, 5:30 PM
Pubhc Af chitects

December 2, 8:30 PM
Professional Pro,chce

December 2, 5:30 pM
Af chitecture for Educahon

December 6, 6:00 pM
Historic Buildings

December 6, 6:00 PM
Housing

December 8, 6:00 PM
VIiornen in ATclri,lecture

December 9, 6:00 PM
Erwiro"-i

December 13, 6:30 pM
Iiuning dy Design:NY

December 14, 6:00 PM
Computer AMlicahous

December 14, 6:15 PM
Design All)arcs

December 15. 12:30 PM
Archi,te cture ior Education

December 15, 4:00 PM
Round Table

December 15, 5:00 PM
H earth Faciltti,es

December 15, 6:00 PM
ATchitectwre Dialogue

December 16, 6:00 PM
Building codes

December 17, 8:00 AM
Zroring and Urban Design

December 21, 6:00 PM
Minority Resources

December 28, 4:30 PM
RourLd Table

December 28, 5;30 PM
Publi,c Sector hialson

Performance Spaces?
Exploring the Metropolis wants to

knowaboutanyperformanceor

multiuse spaces in educational or

religious institutions you may have

designed or seen. The nonpro+it

organization is starting a website

called NYMUSICPLACES to

help music groups find rehearsal

and performance spaces in the

five boroughs and to help the

facilities earn income. The site,

supported by the New York City

Department of cultural Affairs

and foundations, is part of the

incubator program of the Fund for

the City of New York. Please fax

any recommendations to Eugenie

Cowan at 212-737-1496 or E-mail

eexfm@ao/.com and include

facility name and address, contact

person, kind of space, phone, fax,
or E-mail.
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Chapter Notes
The Willian A. Hall

Partnership is changing its
name to: The Hall Partnership

Architects. John F. Davies, AIA,

and Michael H. Ankuda, AIA,

arejoining as associates.

Who's Who at the Chapter
Deputy director Stephen

G. Suggs has been with the
Chapter for 11 years. He is in
touch withjust about every-
thing happening at the
Chapter and is available to
help members with financial
matters, board of directors
matters, and other issues.
He can be reached by E-mail
zLt su8gs@alany.ore Or iLt

212-683-0023, ext.19.

Membership director
Suzanhe D. Howe[I Mecs

returned last month after the
birth of her baby, Damian.
She currently works part-time
for the Chapter on member-
ship and can be contacted at
212J583-0023, ext.18.

I^7hile Mecs was on mater-
nity leave,  Michelle Livingston

came to the Chapter as acting
membership director.
Livingston, who now serves as
manager of committee pro-

grzims and professional devel-
opment, graduated from the
New York University film
school in May and is working
on a screenplay. She coordi-
nates all committee and GES
activities and can be reached
atmlivingston@alarey.orgor

212-683-0023, ext.17.

As manager of communi-
cations and special programs,
Edlynn Okano is in charge of
matters relating to the
Calendar and gatherings such
as Heritage Ball, the inaugu-
ral event, spring party, annual
meeting, and others. She can
be reached at echcI"o@cz3.cz7ay. o7g

or at 212-683-0023, ext.14.

Committee Interaction
The executive director,

Sally Siddiqi, has been meeting
with committee chairmen
and formulating processes
and policies that will help the

Chapter and its committees
work more synergistically to
serve Chapter members
better. The Chapter Board
of Directors' retreat also
addressed these issues. `We
are continually striving for
ways to more efficiently and
effectively serve our mem-
bers," Siddiqi said.  "Part of
this is making sure that every-
one knows the Chapter staff
and what they do. I welcome
input from Chapter members
on how we can help the com-
mittees to function better."

Heritage Ball Success!
More than 800 people

attended this year's Heritage
Ball. It was by far the most
successful fund-raising effort
in the Chapter's history.

Changing of the Guard
On Wednesday, Decem-

ber 1, the AIA New York
Chapter introduces Year 2000

president Wendy Evans Joseph,
AIA. New board members will
be inducted, and 1999 Design
Awards will be presented to
the winners. The event will
begin at 6 pM at the Ames
Auditorium, The Lighthouse,
111 East 59th Street.

Partners in Sustainability
The Chapter's Committee

on the Environment congrat-
ulates Ove Arup + Partners
Consulting Engineers on that
firm's tenth year in New York
City. With a staff of nearly
200, the office provides full
multidisciplinary services as
well as specialty consulting.
It is a leading parmer in sig-
nificant projects that push the
boundaries of efficiency and
sustainability in architecture
and engineering. Committee
members salute this major

player in Manhattan's design
community and invite others
tojoin in a discussion with
Ove Arup engineers and
architect-partners Rafael
Virioly Architects and
Kiss + Cathcart Architects-to
talk about the whole-systems

approach to sustainable
design. The group will consid~
er two projects: the LaMont
Doherty Earth Observatory,
in the Palisades, and a new

photovoltaic curtain wall
facade for the Health,
Education and Welfare
Building in Hamburg, Ger-
many. The discussion will take

place onjanuary 13 at 6 pM,
at the AIA New York Chapter
conference room, on the
6th floor of 200 Lexington
Avenue.

Invitation to Members
AIA New York Chapter

members are invited to a spe-
cial opening of the Rambusch
Exhibition on Thursday,
December 9, from 4:30-7 pM
at the Grand Gallery of the
National Arts Club. Ram-
busch, in business since 1898,
has crafted lighting and all
manner of architectural
detail, acting in many ways as
the ``skilled hands of city
architects, for a century."

So, You've Always Wanted
to Design a Chair?

The Interiors Committee
hosted a September sympo-
sium at the ICF showroom.
More than 100 people turned
up to talk about the process
of taking a chair from con-
cept through production,
marketing, and beyond. Abby
Suckle, AIA, of Pei Cobb Freed
fe Partners, moderated the

panel, which included Lorry
Dudley, of vitra; Mark Goetz, a
designer and adjunct profes-
sor of industrial design at
Pratt Institute; Burce Hahnah, a
designer and professor of
design at Pratt; Mark Logan,
director of design and engi-
neering for ICF/Helikon; and
Knoll's Jim Williams. A video of

the lively discussion can be
viewed at hip : / /www.realf a:rri;i;
jw7ic.co"  by anyone who
missed the event.



The role of the architect is shifting as we approach the millennium. According to

United Nations estimates, Earth's population has doubled in just 30 years and is expect-

ed to double again by 2025E These stunning increases-plus environmental degradation,

the continuing technological revolution, and the globalization of the economy-are

dramatically chahgihg the professional practice of architecture.

Amid such changes, at the end of this century, architects are uniquely positioned to

approach these powerful challenges creatively. We are going to have to assess what we

are doing and think about how our actions impact the many diverse aspects of our planet.

What we do in our personal and professional lives presents opportunities and responsibil-

ities that we all must meet head-on.

One step toward this redefinition of opportunities is brihgihg our Chapter's home

into the public eye and asserting ourselves ih the public realm. We hope the hew premises

will enliven our efforts to engage architects, the public, government, businesses, and

industry leaders in a progressive dialogue about contemporary issues. As members of a

global community (particularly here in New York City) we liave the potential to interact-

as we already do-witli people all over tlie world. The new premises will enhance oppor-

tunities to express our cohcerhs ih a public dialogue with the greater community.

During the coming decades, the AIA New York Chapter should be ah organization

that not only showcases architects' work but also demonstrates how architecture and

design can foster change. Architects and other design professionals have the skills to

tackle numerous issues; our training, and our practice of a field that is art, science, and

business allows us to think about co[[aborative solutions to problems.

As members of a now-global community, we can strive to work together for the

greater good. One example of someone who has tirelessly done just that for the benefit of

the Chapter is president Walter A. Hunt, JrE, AIA, who will complete his term this month.

I respect and thank him for his creative energy and tlie way he has pushed all of us at the

Chapter in the most positive way. He has helped us set and meet lofty goals that, without

his vision, spirit, enthusiasm, and selfless dedication, would have remained out of reachE

-Sally siddiqi

Site Of neu) headquarters,  534 Lacitardia

Place, south Of Washington Square

The new headquarters at Lacitardia
Place re;foects  (I demogl-aphic shift.

More than fifty Pel.cent of Chapter

meml]ers and frms ci;1.e now

located belozu 20th Street.
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I
Wednesday

AIA NEW YORK CHAPTER EVENT
Inauguration for tlie 2000 New York
Chapter Board of Directors and 1999

Design Awards Presentation
6 pM. The Lighthouse,Ill East 59th

St. RSVP 212-683-0023, ext. 21.
$5 or $10  (nonmembers) .

Lecture: Information Environments and
Technological IhterventiorLs-

Tlie Design of Tangible Inter+aces and
Networked Systems

Sponsored by the Team Labafut
Memorial Lecture Fund. With Natalie
jermijenko, Director of Engineering
Design Lab, Faculty of Engineering at

Yale University. Betts Auditorium,
Princeton University. 5:30 pM.

609-258-3741. Free.

2
Tharsday

AIA NEW YORK CHAPTER EVENT
Roundtable Discussion:

Exemplary Learning Environments
Sponsored by the Architecture for
Education Committee, with repre-

sentatives of affiliated organizations.
Panelists include Tom Flaghert)J,

Society of College and Urban
Planners; Brad Furey, Council of

Educational Facility Planners
International; John Benson,

N.Y. State AIA; Ellen Czaplewski,
Committee on Architectural

Education National.  6 pM.
200 Lexington Ave.,

1st Flr.Conference Center.
RSVP 212-663-0023,  ext.  21.
$5 or $10  (nonmembers).

(2  CES  Gi-edits).

Open House: Design Resource Center
For professional designers, sponsored

by the Cooper-Hewitt National
Design Museum. 6 pM.  2 East 91st St.

212i}49-8380. $20 or
$15  (museum members).

4
Salur,lay

Wa[kihg Tour: Sunset Park-
The Old Neighborrtood.

Sponsored by the Brooklyn Center
for the Urban Environment. With
urban preservationistjoe Svehlak.

1  pM. 718-788-8500, ext. 401. Meet at
the northeast corner of 43rd St. and

Fourth Ave. $8, $5  (students and
seniors), or $6  (BCUE members) .

7
Tuesday

Lecture: Constructing the 88-story
Jim Mao Building in Shanghai and

7 Soutri Dearborn, in Chicago
By William F. Baker, of Skidmore,

Owings & Merrill Chicago.
Sponsored by the Skyscraper
Museum.  6:30 pM.16 Wall St.
Reservations:  212-766-1324.

a
Wednesday

AIA NEW YORK CHAPTER EVENT
AIA Grants: Who Has One?

and How to Get One.
Sponsored by the Scholarship

Committee. 6 pM. 200 Lexington
Ave.,  lst Flr. Conference Center.
RSVP: 212-668-0023 ext. 21. Free.

9
Thursday

Lecture: New York Architects Barbara
and Julian Neski on Sustainability

Sponsored by the New Yoi-k Institute
of Technology School of Architecture
and Design.  7 pM. Society for Ethical
Culture Social Hall, 2 West 64th St.
516-686-7659. Free  (2 CES Credits)

9
Tluni.sday

A Holiday Party
in ah East Side Townhouse

Sponsored by the Beaux Arts
Alliance. Books by David Garland

Lowe and Ann Rockefeller; cards by
Bernd H. Dams and Andrew Zega.

6 pM. Details supplied when
reservations are made. $15

or $10  (Beaux Arts members) .

Silent Auction and Exhibit:
"The Faces ol Men"

Sponsored by Parsons School of
Design. 6:30 pM. Bidding cards: $20

or $10  (with valid student ID) . Arnold
& Sheila Aronson Gallery, 66 Fifth
Ave., ground floor. 212-229-8923.

Antique Book and Print Sale:
Designers Preview

Sponsored by the Horticultural
Society of New York. Thousands of
antique botanical prints and hun-

dreds of antiquarian gardening and
horticulture books will be sold.

4-8 pM.The Horticultural Society of
New York,128 W. 58th St.

(Sale open to the public continues
through Saturday, December 11.

Friday,10-6;  Saturday  11-5.)
Reservations required for preview
only.  RSVI 212-757-0915,  ext.  200.

Free.

10
Fri,lay

Workshop: How To Produce,
Manage, and Integrate Your

Presentation Materials
Sponsored by the Marketing and

Public Relations Committee. 8 AM.
200 Lexington Ave.,

1st Flr. Conference Center.
212-683J)023. $30.  (4 CES credits)

Planners Network Forum:
Community and Labor

Sponsored by Pratt Institute. 5:30 pM.
Pratt Manhattan, Puck Building, 245
Lafayette St., RIn. 21.  718-399J4304.

Free.

15
Wedriesday

AIA NEW YORK CHAPTER EVENT
Lecture: Assisted Living.

Sponsored by the Health Facilities
Committee. With Bradford Perkins,
F`AIA, of Perkins Eastman Architects.

6 pM. 200 Lexington Ave„
1st Floor Conference Center.
RSVP 212-683-0023, ext. 21.
$5 or $10  (nonmembers).

Seminar: Voodoo Ergonomics!-Looking
beyond the label of "ergonomic design"
With Dr. Alan Hedge. Sponsored by
Softview Computer Safety Products.
12:30 pM. Humanscale Showroom,

11  East 26th St., 8th flr.
RSVP:  212-867-7713, ext.135.

iANUAny

113
Tlun.sday

AIA NEW YORK CHAPTER EVENT
Discussion: A Whole-Systems
Approach to Green Buildings.

Sponsored by the Committee on the
Environment. With Ove Arup

Engineers, Rafael Vifioly Architects,
and Kiss + Cathcart Architects.
6 pM. 200 Lexington Avenue,

6th fir.  RSVP: 212-683J)023, ext. 21.
(2 CES Credits)

For updated calendar information, visit the Chapter's website, at www.aiany.org

AIA New York Chapter
The Founding Chapter of
the American Institute of Architects
200 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY  10016
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